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Notes for English Grammar Error Detection and Sentence
Improvement
Rules and hand written notes for English Grammar Error Detection
and Sentence Improvement download
English Grammar Error Detection notes: Do you know? “India now claims to be the
world’s second-largest English-speaking country“. Hi, this is TechMario, Your online tutor on
various topic regarding govt exams. I assure you, a better outcome if you follow me for 30
days. No one likes flaws, but we are human in nature, unintentionally or unknowingly end up
making errors. If you are preparing for Govt jobs like, SSC CGL, IBPS PO, IBPS RRB, SBI
PO,Indian Army and Indian Navy then you are not allowed to make errors in your writing
and speaking at the time of written exam or interview. English grow as sole priority for
employer and they seek a candidate having everything perfect, Perfect speaking skill in
English, excellent writing skill in English and moreover confident person who can showcase
what he/she possess.
Therefore keep all these things in mind, I have prepared notes on rules for English
Grammar Error Detection and Sentence Improvement.
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Rules for English Grammar Error Detection:
A. SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT
Rule 1: If two or more Singular Subjects connected one after other then Verb will be in
the Plural form.
For example,
Incorrect- Shyam and Ganesh and Ram is going to Jaipur.
Correct- Shyam and Shyam are going to Jaipur.
Rule 2: If the Singular Subjects are preceded by “each” or “every”, then Verb will be in
Singular form.
Example,
Incorrect- Every men and women were ready.
Correct- Every men and women was ready.
Preparing for SSC CGL ? Visit here for more detail

Rule 3: If two Singular Nouns referring to the same person or thing, then Verb will
be in Singular Form.
Incorrect- The Secretary and Principal are coming.
Correct- The Secretary and Principal is coming.
Rule 4: If two or more Singular Subjects are connected by “or, nor, either … or, neither
… nor”, then Verb will be in Singular form.
For example,
Incorrect- Neither ram nor shyam were there.
Correct- Neither Ram nor ram was there.
Rule 5:When the Subjects are joined by “OR”, or “NOR” and Subjects are different in
numbers/counts, then the Verb must be in Plural form, and the Plural Subject must
be placed next to the Verb.
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incorrect- Neither the teachers nor the Headmaster was present.
Correct- Neither the Headmaster nor the teachers were present.
Rule 6: When the Subjects joined by “OR”, or “NOR” are of different persons, the
Verb agrees in person with the one nearest to it.
Lets understand example similar to rule 5,
Correct- Neither the villagers nor the Headmaster was present.
Correct- Neither the Headmaster nor the Villagers were present.
incorrect- Neither the Headmaster nor the Villagers was present.
Note: In this rule, you need to use the verb for last subject which is near the verb.
Rule 8: Some Nouns which are singular in form but plural in meaning, then the Verb
will be in Plural Form.
For example,
Incorrect- Mathematics are funny
Correct- Mathematics is funny
Rule 9: Words joined to a Singular Subject by “with”, “together with”, “in addition to”,
“or” and “as well as” then the Verb will be used for Singular Subjects only.
For example,
Incorrect- The President, with all his MP, were kidnapped.
Correct-The President, with all his MP, was kidnapped.
B. USES OF PARTICIPLE AND INFINITIVES
updating sooon……………….
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